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INTRODUCTION 
A partially ordered vector space over the reals R is a vector space V with 
a cone C which is proper in the sense that Cn -C = (0) and with the 
partial order given by saying x < y if J’ - x E C. An element e E C is an 
order unit if given any x E V, there exists p > 0 such that -/?e < x < /?e. V is 
said to be positively generated if V= C - C. An order ideal is a linear 
subspace J such that x < y ,< z with x, z E J implies 4’ E J. The ideal J is 
called regular if there exists an element a E V such that the coset [u] is an 
order unit for V/J. If V is also a normed vector space we say C is normal if 
there exists a positive number y such that ]]x +v]] < y ]]x]] for all X,J’ E C. A 
linear operator T on V is said to be positive if x E C implies T(x) E C. 
The following result is proved in [ l]. 
THEOREM 1. Let V be a partially ordered vector space with order unit e. 
Assume dim V > 1. Let 8 = (T) be a commuting family of positive linear 
operators on V. Then there exists a maximal ideal which is invariant for all 
TE 0. 
This result was proved by means of the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point 
theorem. In this paper we extend this result to the case of partially ordered 
vector spaces without order units. We refer to Demetrius [3] for a proof of 
Theorem [ 1 ] which does not invoke the Markov-Kakutani or the Schauder- 
Tychonoff fixed point theorem. The proof given in [3] is based on a vector- 
valued analogue of Pringsheim’s theorem due to Schaefer [4 ]. 
INVARIANT REGULAR IDEALS 
Let V be a partially ordered vector space with cone C and let T be a 
positive linear operator on V. Let e be any element in C. We assume e # 0. 
We say { Tk(e)} covers V if for each x E V, there exists a finite sequence (;lk} 
of nonnegative real numbers such that CzzO 1, Tk(e) > x. This notion of a 
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cover was introduced in Bonsall [2]. Let m(x) =-inf[~~z0,4k; Ak > 0. 
JJ &Tk(e) > x] and define ]]x]],, = m(x) + m(-x). If C is a normal cone, then 
]] . ]I0 is a norm in V. This norm has pleasant properties. If T is continuous in 
the original norm /] . I], and ]] T]] = 1, then ]] . ]I0 is monotonic on V; that is, 
0 <x <y implies ]]x]]~ < ]] y]lt,. Also ]] T]], = ]] T(e)&. This last property is 
shared by any positive linear operator which commutes with T. Let V be a 
partially ordered normed vector space with normal cone C. Assume ( Tk(e)} 
covers V. Let P be the completion of V with respect to the norm ]] . &,, and 
let c be the closure of C in V. Then c’ is a closed generating cone. We shall 
use F to denote the extension of T to the completion l? 
We now have 
THEOREM 2. Let V be a partially ordered normed vector space whose 
positive cone C is normal. Assume dim V > 1. Let 6 = (T} be a commuting 
family of continuous positive linear operators on V. Suppose there exists an 
element e E C, e # 0 and an element T, E 6 such that {T:(e)} covers V. 
Then there exists a regular maximal ideal M with T(M) G M for all T E (3. 
Proof. Assume ]] T,,]] = 1 and let ]]x]],, = m(x) + m(-x). We shall work 
throughout with this second norm. We consider two cases. 
1. Suppose T,, is a multiple of the identity operator; then e is an order 
unit for V. Since dim V > 1, it follows by Theorem 1 that there exists a 
proper @invariant ideal. 
2. Suppose T, is not a multiple of the identity. The spectral radius A0 of 
i$, the extension of T,, belongs to the spectrum of T,. Let A, = A0 + l/n. 
Then (FO - A,,Z)- ’ exist but are not uniformly bounded in norm. Let 
A = (%-J-’ 
,a Il(To -LT’II, 
For each XE p, A~[~,,(x)-~,x]=A,,[(~O-~,,l)x+(~,-,$,)x]=O. 
Hence lim A, [ To(x) - &xl = 0. 
Let J’= [x:x E v, lim A,(x) = O]. The proof is completed in several 
steps. 
(i) J’is a proper ideal in v: 
Suppose 0 <x <I’ with y E 1 Since y E 57 lim A,(y) = 0. Since A, is a 
positive operator, 0 < A,(x) < A,(y). Therefore lim A,(x) = 0 and x E x 
This shows that Jis an ideal. To see that Jis proper we observe that F&X) - 
1,x E J’ for each x E P and e &? J since ]]A,(e)]],, = 1. 
(ii) J is a &invariant ideal, where 6 = (F’). 
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Consider x E J’ and let y = F(x) for an arbitrary ?=TE 8. Since 6 is a 
commuting family, so is 8. Hence lim A,(y) = lim A, F(x) = lim i%,,(x) = 
F lim A,(x) = 0. Therefore y E J’ and J’ is &-invariant. 
(iii) J = J’n V is a regular B-invariant ideal: 
Clearly J is an ideal. To show that J is regular, we observe that 
T;(e)--Aie= T,[Ti-l(e)+ -.a + Ai-‘e] - A,[ T;-‘(e) + .a- + Ai-‘e]. 
Therefore T:(e) -Ate E J for all k > 0. Since (T:(e)) covers V, then given 
any x E V, there exists pk > 0 such that x:=0 pk i$(e) > x. Hence 
This means that for any x E V, there exists z E J and ,U > 0 such that 
z + ,ue > x. Thus ,~[e] > [xl, where [x] denotes the coset of x in V/J. Hence J 
is a regular ideal and [e] is an order unit for V/J. 
Now let !IJl denote the family of proper B-invariant regular ideals. Since 
J E W, !UI is non-empty. The family 9JI is inductively ordered by set 
inclusion. Hence by Zorn’s lemma, !JJI contains a maximal element M. We 
assert that M is a regular maximal ideal. M is regular by definition. Suppose 
M is not maximal. Then dim V/it4 > 1 and V/M has order unit [e]. The 
commuting family 8 = {T) on V induces a commuting family of positive 
linear operators & = (F} on V/M where the mapping f is given by p[x] = 
[T(x)]. By Theorem 1 there exists a maximal &-invariant ideal it?. The 
desired contradiction is obtained by standard argument. 
We now consider an immediate application of Theorem 2. Let X be a 
locally compact Hausdorff space and let V denote the vector space of all 
real-valued continuous functions defined on X and with compact support. Let 
C be the set of all non-negative functions belonging to V. For each x E C, let 
]]x]] = suptsx Ix(t)l. Then V is a partially ordered normed vector space whose 
cone C is normal in V. We now have 
THEOREM 3. Let G = (T) be a commuting family of continuous positive 
linear operators on V. Suppose there exists an e E C and To E G such that 
for each t E X there exists a nonnegative integer k with (T:(e)(t)) > 0. Then 
there exists a positive linear functional f on V with T*(f) = p,f for all 
T E G, where pr > 0. 
Proof: Since each x E V has compact support, {T:(e)} covers V. Hence 
there exists a non-trivial positive linear functional f such that T*(f) = prf 
for all TE G, where pr > 0. 
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